Privacy Policy
1. Fact of collecting data
www.divorceinhungary.hu webpage (hereinafter: Divorce in Hungary) collects personal data while
operating.
2. Data subjects targeted, legal basis of data processing
Divorce in Hungary handles users’ personal data according to the approval of the users. The source of
data is any person who requests an offer by filling the test on the Divorce in Hungary webpage, or
initiates communication on the “contact us” site. By requesting an offer or contacting Divorce in
Hungary user agrees handling his data included in section 3.
3. Data collected by Divorce in Hungary
Name
E-mail address
Phone number
4. Using personal data
Divorce in Hungary collects personal information for the purposes of sending an offer for the persons
interested in it, and informing the user of the desired services. Name enables the polite addressing,
the e-mail address is the destination of the requested offer and communication, and phone number
serves as a confirmation and fast communication channel as well as for evaluating the seriousness and
reality of the request for offer. Divorce in Hungary processes personal information on its servers in the
territory of Hungary.
5. Duration of the proposed processing operation
Personal data may be processed to the extent and for the duration necessary to provide the services
of Divorce in Hungary. Personal data provided at registration will be processed from the time of
requesting offer or contacting us until the deletion by the user. Divorce in Hungary ensures to delete
all personal data if so requested by the user. The above mentioned rules do not apply to the data
saving obligations upon law. In the course of data processing, the data in question shall be treated as
personal only as long as the user remains identifiable through it. As soon as there is no connection
between the data and the user, thanks to for instance anonymisation, data shall not be considered
personal anymore. Such data will remain even after the deletion of the user’s personal data, and will
serve statistical purposes.
6. Potential data controllers with the right of access
The operator of the Divorce in Hungary is the Zsuzsanna Csemniczky Law Firm (registered seat: 1027
Budapest, Csalogány utca 45/B., hereinafter: Law Office) The actual members and employees of the
Law Office may have access to the personal data given via the Divorce in Hungary if necessary for
fulfilling their task. Law Office shares personal data with third parties solely with the approval of the
user, except for the following cases.User expressly gives his consent to that the data may be processed
or stored in a third country.
It may be necessary − by law, legal process, litigation, and/or requests from public and governmental
authorities within or outside your country of residence − for the Office to disclose the user’s personal
information. We may also disclose personal information if we determine that for purposes of national
security, law enforcement, or other issues of public importance, disclosure is necessary or appropriate.

We may also disclose personal information if we determine that disclosure is reasonably necessary to
enforce our terms and conditions or protect our operations or users.
7. Right of data subjects and remedies available relating to data processing
User shall be entitled to request information about the personal data concerning him and processed
by the Office, and shall be entitled to modify such data. User shall be entitled to request the deletion
of his data at the contacts marked below. Office gives information about the user’s proceeded personal
data, the purpose, legal basis and term of data proceeding. The Office gives information in writing in
30 days after receiving such request.
Contact:
E-mail: info@divorceinhungary.hu
User may contact the assistants of the Office with his inquiry, notice related to the data proceeding by
the above mentioned addresses.
User may request deletion or modification of his incorrectly registered data. Deletion does not concern
data proceeding based on law (for example accounting law). The Office saves such data until required
by law.
User may exercise his rights before court according to the Data Protection Law and Civil Code of
Hungary, and may address his complaint to the National Data Protection and Information Freedom
Authority (NAIH) (1125 Budapest, Szilágyi Erzsébet fasor 22/C).
In case that the user gave the personal data of third parties, or caused damages when using the Divorce
in Hungary, the user shall be fully liable for his deeds. In such cases The Office gives acting authorities
any possible help to identify the infringer’s personality.

